
Carrasco, Tribe agree to extension through '22 
By Anthony Castrovince MLB.com @castrovince 
CLEVELAND -- So much of the offseason conversation surrounding the Indians has revolved around the possibility of them trading a starting 
pitcher. But on Thursday, the club locked in one of its best arms for the long haul. 
 
Carlos Carrasco's extension was extended. The deal the right-hander signed in 2015 that was scheduled to run through 2020 now runs through 
'22 with a club option for '23. The Indians had already picked up their $9.75 million option on Carrasco for 2019. With the new deal, they 
officially pick up their $10.25 million option on him for '20 and add $12 million guarantees for '21 and '22. The '23 club option is worth $14 
million, with a $3 million buyout. 
 
"I feel great to be part of the Cleveland Indians," Carrasco said. "I just want to finish my career with them. This is something special for me and 
my family." 
 
Carrasco, who signed his original extension after a health scare that involved non-invasive heart surgery in 2014, is the longest-tenured 
member of the Indians -- so long that his nickname "Cookie" was given to him back in 2011 by long-departed closer Chris Perez (simply 
because Carrasco was eating cookies in the clubhouse one day). Now, the trade talk specifically involving Cookie has crumbled, as has any 
erroneous assumption, in the wake of last week's Yan Gomes trade, that the Tribe is in some sort of full-blown sell situation. 
 
"What this does," team president Chris Antonetti said, "is provide us additional continuity in the rotation beyond 2020. We effectively left this 
year [2019] alone, exercised the option for 2020 and added two new years beyond that. It's a continued investment by ownership in our team 
and the desire to remain a very competitive team moving forward." 
 
Over the last four seasons, Carrasco, 31, has compiled a 3.40 ERA and 130 ERA+ (30 percent better than the league average) in 722 innings. 
That ERA is the sixth best among qualified American League starters in that span, trailing only teammate Corey Kluber (2.96), Chris Sale 
(3.00), Justin Verlander (3.04), David Price (3.34) and Dallas Keuchel (3.37). In that four-season span, Carrasco has averaged 29 starts and 
180 innings. His 2016 was cut short by a line drive that broke his hand in early September, yanking him out of the Indians' postseason mix. But 
in two AL Division Series starts over the last two years, Carrasco allowed just two runs over 11 innings against the Yankees and Astros. 
 
In 2018, Carrasco went 17-10 with a 3.38 ERA in 192 innings, with a career-best 5.37 strikeout-to-walk ratio. He had a 2.52 ERA in the second 
half. His 5.3 FanGraphs-calculated WAR mark for the season ranked 10th in the Majors among qualified starting pitchers. 
 
Carrasco, a native of Venezuela, arrived to the Indians' organization in the 2009 trade that sent reigning American League Cy Young Award 
winner Cliff Lee to the Phillies. Carrasco's development took time, and it stalled with his 2011 Tommy John surgery that kept him out of action 
for all of '12. 
 
"Some guys like Francisco Lindor just get it right away," Carrasco said. "[For others] it takes time. But when they gave me the opportunity in the 
bullpen [in 2014] and then put me back in the rotation, I thought, 'This is my time now. I think this is my time to show off what I can do.'" 
 
That brief demotion to the bullpen wound up unlocking a more determined strike-throwing mindset. Now, Carrasco ranks second all time among 
Indians pitchers in strikeouts per nine innings (9.27), trailing only Kluber (9.81). Carrasco ranks ninth in franchise history with 1,127 strikeouts. 
 
"It really changed his mindset," Antonetti said. "Carlos has always had a great complement of stuff. How he utilized that stuff came and went at 
times. When he went to the bullpen, [he adopted] the mindset of just executing one pitch at a time and trying to get that hitter out and then 
getting the next guy out until Tito [manager Terry Francona] takes the ball from him. That mentality flipped the switch and allowed him to stay 
aggressive." 
 
So Carrasco's impact on the mound has been immense. And he's made an impact in the community, as well. Carrasco and his wife, Karelis, 
started the Carlos Carrasco Foundation in 2016 and have raised money and collected resources such as food, books and clothing for the less 
fortunate both in Cleveland and in Tampa, Fla., where they reside in the offseason. Carrasco has been the Indians' nominee for the prestigious 
Roberto Clemente Award each of the last four years. 
 
The trade rumors involving the Indians will continue, especially with the Winter Meetings about to begin on Monday. The Indians are known to 
have had talks with other clubs about Kluber and Trevor Bauer (some executives have gotten the sense that they are more likely to move 
Bauer, if anybody), as the organization is considering any opportunity that might both enhance its 2019 postseason outlook and its long-term 
window to contend. So much uncertainty is in the air in the Hot Stove rumor mill. But the baseball world can now officially cool the Cookie talk. 
 
Each team's best 1st-rounder of the past decade 
By Jim Callis, Jonathan Mayo and Mike Rosenbaum MLB.com 
The release of the 2019 Draft Top 50 list had the MLB Pipeline staff thinking about Drafts in years past. Teams always want to get that first pick 
right, and there have been some real home runs hit in the first round. 
 
Who were the best first-round picks for each team over the last decade? MLB Pipeline dug through the first rounds of the last 10 years (2009-
18) and picked the top first-rounder for each organization. The 2014 Draft has been the most fruitful, with six players from that first round 
making the list. The Drafts from 2012 and 2009 are right behind with five selections, with the latter boasting the player who has to be the single 
best first-round selection over the last 10 years. 
 
AL East 
 



Marcus Stroman, RHP, Blue Jays, 2012 (No. 22 overall) 
Stroman's profile scared away many teams in the 2012 Draft, but the Duke product has done his part to overcome the stigma associated with 
being an undersized right-hander. Though he regressed in 2018, while dealing with right shoulder fatigue and, later, a blister issue, Stroman 
posted back-to-back 200-inning seasons (2016-17) and has been worth 10.6 WAR over five seasons with the Blue Jays. 
 
Manny Machado, SS, Orioles, 2010 (No. 3 overall) 
Machado made the jump straight from Double-A to the Majors as a 19-year-old in late 2012, and quickly became a star. His 33.8 WAR is the 
highest among 2010 first-round position players, second only to Chris Sale, and after helping guide Baltimore to two postseason appearances 
as a four-time All-Star, Machado netted the organization five Top 30 prospects when it dealt him to the Dodgers this past July. 
 
Ryne Stanek, RHP, Rays, 2013 (No. 29 overall) 
Drafting in the first round has long been a problem for the typically savvy Rays, and even their selection of Stanek isn't a hands-down win for 
the organization, considering he was viewed as a starter (before needing hip surgery) out of the Draft. That said, the right-hander emerged as a 
legitimate late-inning weapon (and, at times, an "opener") for the Rays in 2018, when he compiled a 2.98 ERA, 1.09 WHIP and 11.0 strikeouts 
per nine innings over 66 1/3 innings (59 appearances). 
 
Andrew Benintendi, OF, Red Sox, 2015 (No. 7 overall) 
Benintendi went from unheralded Arkansas freshman to consensus College Baseball Player of the Year as a sophomore, soaring up Draft 
boards in the process. The Red Sox had him No. 2 on theirs (behind Dansby Swanson), which he justified by becoming a regular in their 2018 
World Series championship lineup just 13 months after signing. 
 
Aaron Judge, OF, Yankees, 2013 (No. 32 overall) 
Judge was the second of three Yankees first-rounders in 2013, sandwiched between Eric Jagielo (No. 26) and Ian Clarkin (No. 33), and lasting 
that long because there were questions about how well his massive raw power would translate into production. After only hitting 18 homers in 
three years at Fresno State and 56 in three seasons in the Minors, he exploded for a rookie-record 52 in 2017. 
 
AL Central 
 
Francisco Lindor, SS, Indians, 2011 (No. 8 overall) 
Cleveland landed perhaps the best player in a historically good first-round class, as Lindor has become one of the faces of game while totaling 
23.9 WAR -- second to Mookie Betts (35.2) among 2011 draftees -- and leading the Indians to an American League title (2016) since his debut 
in '15, when he finished second in AL Rookie of the Year Award voting. Entering his age-25 season, he's garnered All-Star honors and finished 
Top 10 in MVP voting in each of the last three years. 
 
Aaron Crow, RHP, Royals, 2009 (No. 12 overall) 
The Royals haven't fared well in the first round during the last decade, though Crow made the All-Star Game as a rookie in 2011, and was an 
effective reliever for four seasons until he blew out his elbow shortly after a trade to the Marlins. Cristian Colon (No. 4 overall, 2010) didn't have 
as much sustained success but delivered the championship-winning hit in the 2015 World Series. 
 
Casey Mize, RHP, Tigers, 2018 (No. 1 overall)  
Perhaps this one is more aspirational because he's thrown only 13 2/3 career innings since being the top pick in last June's Draft, but Mize 
should be able to use his three plus pitches and his plus control to move quickly through the Tigers' system. Look for him in Detroit sooner 
rather than later. 
 
These are the 10 best starting rotations 
By Will Leitch MLB.com @williamfleitch 
Tuesday, the Washington Nationals snatched up Patrick Corbin, the top starting pitcher on the free agent market, for the not-exactly-a-discount-
price of $140 million over six years. 
 
For all the talk of Bryce Harper and the rest of Washington's lineup, it was, as tends to be the case with the Nationals, a bet on pitching. 
 
"That's how we've won," general manager Mike Rizzo said before the signing "When we put our guy on the mound [and he], each day, gives us 
a chance to win, you've created yourself a chance to have a really good ballclub and play deep into October." 
 
RIzzo backed it up with the Corbin signing. 
 
The Nationals now have one of the best rotations in baseball, and considering the combined $525 million they're paying Corbin, Max Scherzer 
and Stephen Strasburg, well, they better. But how do they rank among baseball's best rotations? 
 
In the wake of Corbin's signing, here's a look at the 10 best rotations in the game at this particular moment. With Dallas Keuchel, J.A. Happ and 
others still out there unsigned, this list obviously is still subject to change, but here's how it looks right now: 
 
1. Cleveland Indians 
Corey Kluber, Carlos Carrasco, Trevor Bauer, Mike Clevinger, Shane Bieber 
 
Assuming the rumors that the Indians would part with Kluber aren't true, this is still a rotation that'll keep the Indians atop the American League 
Central and holding the upstart Twins and White Sox at bay for at least one more season. Bauer was downright fantastic last year -- their best 
starter, really -- and Clevinger was the best starter in baseball you're pretty sure pitched in the '80s at some point. And Carrasco has been so 



good for them for so long you almost forget about him. Who knows, maybe Danny Salazar can return and be what he once was, too. But again: 
We gotta make sure they don't trade anybody. 
 
Carlos Carrasco has found a home with the Cleveland Indians and he doesn’t want to pitch anywhere else 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.com phoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – Carlos Carrasco just returned from an African safari. He stayed at a hotel populated by giraffes and went into the bush to 
see lions. 
 
Carrasco and his wife, Karelis, fed the giraffes, but he kept his distance from the lions. 
 
“No, I didn’t feed them,” he said. “Are you crazy? No, I just wanted to take care of my arm. They looked hungry, but I never fed them. “ 
 
Carrasco may not be a big-game hunter, but he landed something just as impressive on Thursday. The Indians announced that they signed 
Carrasco to a contract extension through 2022 with a vesting option for 2023. The four-year package – including the 2019 option that the 
Indians exercised after the World Series – is worth $47 million. 
 
“I feel great,” said Carrasco. “I feel great to be part of the Indians. This is something special for me and my family. From Day 1 in 2009, Sept.1 
in Detroit (Carrasco’s big-league debut), they gave me the opportunity to play in the big leagues. I just want to finish my career with them. I’m 
thankful for them and really happy. My family is happy, too. That’s all that matters.” 
 
Carrasco joined the Indians on July 29, 2009 from Philadelphia as part of the Cliff Lee trade. While Lee won 21 games and the AL Cy Young 
award in 2008, it took Carrasco time to find his footing with the Indians. He had Tommy John surgery on his right elbow and was suspended for 
buzzing the towers of Kevin Youkilis and Billy Butler. 
“Some people have ups and downs the way I did from 2009 through 2014,” said Carrasco. “I had some ups and downs like really, really bad. 
But you know what, it’s part of baseball. Some guys just get it right away like Francisco Lindor. That’s guy’s a superstar.” 
 
Carrasco’s chance came at one of his lowest moments. He’d opened the 2014 season in the rotation, but quickly pitched himself out of it. The 
Indians could have released him, but put him in the bullpen instead. 
 
“If you go back to the time he went to the bullpen, it really changed his mindset,” said Chris Antonetti, Indians president of baseball operations. 
“Carlos has always had a great compliment of stuff. How he utilized that stuff and his aggressiveness in the strike zone kind of came and went 
at times. 
 
“When he had to opportunity to pitch out of the bullpen, and just execute one pitch at a time, and not worry about going through the lineup three 
or four times, it helped flip the switch in Carlos’ mind to keep him aggressive.” 
 
Carrasco went 3-1 with a 2.30 ERA in the bullpen from April 30 through Aug. 5. When pitching coaches Mickey Callaway and Kevin Cash 
convinced manager Terry Francona to give Carrasco another shot in the rotation, he closed the season with 10 dominant starts and has been 
starting ever since. 
“When they put me back in the rotation, it was like, ‘I think this is my time now,’” said Carrasco. “They had been patient and waited and waited 
on me, so that was my time to show off what I could do. From that point on, that’s what I’ve been doing. But it took time.” 
 
Carrasco turns 32 in March. He’ll be 36 at the end of the contract if the vesting option for 2023 kicks in. Antonetti believes he can be effective 
through the length of the extension. 
 
“He has evolved to the point where his routine, the way he conditions, the way he takes care of himself, are extraordinary,” said Antonetti. “I 
think that’s allowed him to be very durable, despite some freak injuries. He’s pitched close to 200 innings each of the last two seasons and 180 
innings a couple seasons before that. “ 
 
Carrasco has won 11 or more games in his last four seasons. In the last two years, he’s 35-16 in 392 innings. He’s struck out 457 batters, while 
walking 89, in 64 games, including 62 starts. 
 
Among MLB’s WAR leaders, according to Fangraphs.com, Max Scherzer is No. 1 at 25.5, Corey Kluber is No. 3 at 23.6 and Carrasco is 
seventh at 18.2. 
 
Cleveland Indians address tomorrow with Carlos Carrasco extension, but still could trade Corey Kluber or Trevor Bauer 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.comphoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio – Well, at least one of the Indians' starting pitchers is staying put. 
 
The Indians announced the signing of Carlos Carrasco on Thursday to three-year extension that includes a vesting option for a fourth year. At 
the end of the World Series, they exercised Carrasco’s $9.75 million club option for 2019. By exercising the 2022 club option worth $10.25 
million and adding two more years, the total deal (from 2019-22) is worth $47 million including a $3 million buyout. 
 
Rumors that the Indians were working on an extension for Carrasco surfaced on Friday when they traded catcher Yan Gomes to Washington. 
Well, the rumors came true and the targets on the back of Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer became a little bigger. 
 
 



The Indians still need to create payroll flexibility. Carrasco’s deal, along with the emergence of Mike Clevinger and Bauer, give the rotation 
stability in the years ahead. But they live and play in the present and that’s where Kluber and Bauer get involved. 
 
Kluber will make $17.5 million in 2019. Bauer, eligible for arbitration, is projected to make $11.6 million. In New York, Los Angeles or Boston 
these would be sweetheart deals. The front offices that negotiated them would be celebrated, especially based on the returns Kluber and Bauer 
have given the Indians. 
 
But in Cleveland, Kluber or Bauer probably has to go so the Indians can fill holes in the outfield and bullpen because a franchise-record payroll 
cannot be expanded. 
 
“We’re focused on two goals,” said Chris Antonetti, Indians president of baseball operations. “We want to make sure we have a team that’s 
capable of winning the American League Central in 2019 and also better position our team for success beyond that. There are a variety of 
different ways that can happen with a variety of different impacts on our payroll. 
 
“What those opportunities will be for us over the next coming weeks to executive those goals, I don’t know for certain. But we’ll actively explore 
them.” 
Would the Indians prefer to trade Jason Kipnis or Edwin Encarnacion? Certainly, but that’s going to be hard to do. Kluber or Bauer is going to 
give the Indians a much better chance to make their team whole. 
 
Just look at what the Nationals paid Patrick Corbin on Tuesday -- $140 million over six years. The Red Sox have agreed to re-sign World Series 
hero Nathan Eovaldi to a four-year, $67 million contract ... and Eovaldi has had not one, but two Tommy John surgeries. 
 
The Yankees and Phillies tried hard to get Corbin. What are the chances they engage – or should we say re-engage – with the Indians to help 
their rotations? Does Atlanta really want to sign Dallas Keuchel to a deal that some people say will be worth $100 million? Or would they rather 
talk to the Tribe? 
 
Here’s the thing. Kluber will make $17.5 million in 2019 and he has two club options after that. Bauer, including 2019, is under control for two 
years. If teams really want starting pitching, the Indians have it. And the Indians can name their price. 
 
Carlos Carrasco agrees to contract extension through 2022 with Cleveland Indians 
By Joe Noga, cleveland.comjnoga@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Carlos Carrasco has agreed to a contract extension and restructuring that could keep the right-hander in a Cleveland 
Indians uniform through at least the 2022 season. 
 
Carrasco, 31, is set to make $9.75 million in 2019 after the Indians picked up the club option in late October on a four-year deal he originally 
signed in 2015. 
Financial terms of the restructuring were not announced, but according to a source, the native of Venezuela will get a salary bump to $10.25 
million in 2020, and base salaries of $12M in both 2021 and 2022. A vesting option of $14M for 2023 is based on a predetermined number of 
innings pitched and carries a $3M buyout. 
 
Indians president of baseball operations Chris Antonetti said the club is excited to extend Carrasco’s stay in Cleveland. 
 
“What this does is provide us additional continuity in the rotation beyond 2020,” Antonetti said. “Carlos was previously under contract for two 
seasons. We effectively left this year alone, exercised the option in 2020 and then added new years beyond that. This move is indicative of a 
continued investment by ownership and our team and the desire to continue to remain a very competitive team as we look forward.” 
 
Carrasco went 17-10 in 2018 with a 3.38 ERA in 32 appearances including a career-high 231 strikeouts. In the last four seasons, he’s reached 
double-digits in wins and made at least 25 starts. 
 
He ranks ninth in franchise history in career strikeouts (1,127) and second in club history in career strikeouts per 9.0 innings pitched (9.3). 
Carrasco’s 5.3 fWAR in 2018 was 10th among MLB pitchers and his cumulative fWAR of 18.2 since 2015 ranks seventh among all MLB 
pitchers. 
Antonetti said Carrasco’s stint in the bullpen during the 2013 season helped change his mindset and marked a turning point that put him on the 
path to becoming one of the AL’s top pitchers. 
 
“When he had the opportunity to pitch out of the bullpen with the mindset of just trying to execute one pitch at a time ... and then go on to the 
next hitter and try to get that hitter out until Tito comes to take the ball from you, I think that mentality helped flip the switch in Carlos’ mind to 
keep him aggressive,” Antonetti said. "He maintained that same approach as a starter. He’s carried that forward for us now as a starter for the 
past four or five seasons.” 
 
Carrasco established the Carlos Carrasco Foundation in 2016, and along with his wife, Karelis, is active in the communities of Cleveland, 
Tampa and his native Venezuela. The couple collects food, clothes and books for children and those less fortunate. Carrasco has been 
selected as the Indians' nominee for MLB’s Roberto Clemente humanitarian award for the last four seasons. 
 
Antonetti said the club remains focused on making sure it puts together a roster that can win the American League Central in 2019 and also 
improves its position for success beyond that. 
 
 



“There are a variety of different ways that can happen with a variety of different impacts on our payroll,” Antonetti said. “What those 
opportunities will be for us over the next coming weeks to execute on those goals, I don’t know for certain. But we’ll actively explore them.” 
 
Former Cleveland Indian Larry Doby to get posthumous Congressional Gold Medal 
By Sabrina Eaton, cleveland.com 
The U.S. Senate on Thursday voted to give a posthumous Congressional Gold Medal to former Cleveland Indian Larry Doby, the second 
African American to join a major league baseball team, and the first to play in the American League. 
 
Because the measure to honor Doby for his role integrating professional baseball passed the U.S. House of Representatives this summer, it 
now heads to President Trump’s desk to be signed into law. 
 
“Larry Doby seldom receives credit for his role in integrating all of professional baseball and it’s past time to honor his contributions to both civil 
rights and America’s game,” said a statement from Ohio Democratic Sen. Sherrod Brown, whose Washington, D.C. office displays a replica of 
the Doby statue at Progressive Field. “Doby’s heroism surpasses his remarkable skill – he overcame discrimination and hostility to break 
barriers, leading Cleveland to victory and moving our country in the right direction.” 
 
Ohio Republican Sen. Rob Portman, who cosponsored the gold medal legislation with Brown, described Doby as “a symbol for the fight for 
equality in our country” and said he “encouraged thousands of Ohioans and kids across our country to push the boundaries of what they 
thought possible.” 
 
The House of Representatives version of the bill was sponsored by Wadsworth Republican Rep. Jim Renacci. 
 
Doby was only the second African American to join a major league baseball team, after Jackie Robinson, who joined the National League’s 
Brooklyn Dodgers 11 weeks before Doby joined the Indians in 1947. The center fielder spent 12 years in the American League, was voted onto 
seven all-star teams, and was elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 1998. 
 
During his 13-year career in the American League, Doby tallied 1,533 games, batting .283, with 253 home runs and 970 runs batted in. He 
played in two World Series, leading the 1948 Cleveland Indians to a World Championship over the Boston Braves, Brown’s office said. He was 
the first African-American player to hit a home run in a World Series game and led the American League in home runs twice. 
Doby, who died on June 18, 2003, at age 79, also became the second black manager of a baseball team when he was hired by the Chicago 
White Sox in 1978. The Cleveland Indians' Frank Robinson was the first black manager. 
 
Indians outfielder Larry Doby was first black player in AL 
 
In addition to playing professional baseball, Doby was first black man to play professional basketball in the ABL, the NBA’s precursor league. 
After retiring from baseball, Doby served as director of community relations for the New Jersey Nets. 
 
According to the Hall of Fame, Doby and Jackie Robinson both suffered indignities after breaking the race barrier, such as being forced to stay 
in separate hotels from teammates, and not being able to eat in the same restaurants on the road. But teammates eventually grew to accept 
them. 
 
Congress has awarded over 300 gold medals since the American Revolution to express its appreciation for significant achievements. General 
George Washington was the first awardee. More recent medals were issued to Robinson, as well as golfer Jack Nicklaus and the Selma-
Montgomery Freedom Marchers. 
 
Indians exercise option on Carlos Carrasco, sign him to 2-year extension 
Carlos Carrasco's career has taken some dramatic turns, rerouted by elbow surgery, a therapeutic trip to the bullpen and several freakish 
injuries. 
 
He persevered, blossoming into a special pitcher for the Cleveland Indians. 
 
They're going to keep him around. 
 
The Indians exercised their option on the right-hander for 2020 and signed him to a two-year extension Thursday that takes him through the 
2022 season. The deal also includes a club option for the 2023 season. 
 
According to multiple reports, the 2020 option is valued at $10.25 million, and Carrasco will be paid $12 million each in 2021 and 2022. The 
2023 option is worth $14 million, with a $3 million buyout. 
 
The Indians already had exercised their $9.75 million option for 2019 on Oct. 30. 
 
The extension comes amid speculation the Indians might trade starting pitchers Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer as they retool this offseason. 
 
"As we looked at the continuity of our rotation, we feel Carlos can continue to be a key cog in that," team president Chris Antonetti said. "When 
we had the opportunity to discuss with him the opportunity to extend his term here, it was something we thought would make a lot of sense for 
us. And we're really happy we were able to do that, because it does help in our planning efforts moving forward. 
 
"We want to do what we can to improve our team not just in 2019 but in the years beyond that as well." 



Carrasco, 31, was 17-10 with a 3.38 ERA in 192 innings pitched last season. He struck out a career-best 231 batters and tied for the major 
league lead with two complete games. 
 
In 2017, he tied for the major league lead with 18 victories and finished fourth in American League Cy Young Award voting. 
 
He has played his entire career with Cleveland after arriving in the 2009 blockbuster trade that sent Cliff Lee to Philadelphia. He has a 79-62 
record and 3.71 ERA in 207 games spanning nine major league seasons. 
 
Carrasco missed all of 2012 following elbow reconstruction surgery. Two years later, the Indians had him pitch part of the season in the bullpen 
-- a move, Antonetti said, that was the turning point for the right-hander. 
 
"It really changed his mindset," Antonetti said. "Carlos has always had a great complement of stuff. How he utilized that stuff and his 
aggressiveness in the strike zone kind of came and went at times. When he had the opportunity to pitch out of the bullpen with the mindset of 
just trying to execute one pitch at a time, don't worry about trying to get through the lineup three or four times, just try to execute one pitch. Try 
to get that hitter out. And then go on to the next hitter and try to get that hitter out until Tito [Francona] comes to take the ball from you. 
 
"That mentality helped flip the switch in Carlos' mind to keep him aggressive. He maintained that same approach as a starter. He's carried that 
forward for us now as a starter for the past four or five seasons." 
 
The Indians feel Carrasco's commitment will allow him to keep pitching at a high level for several more seasons. 
 
"He has evolved to the point where his routine, the way he conditions, the way he takes care of himself, are extraordinary," Antonetti said. 
"That's allowed him to be very durable, despite some freak injuries. He's pitched close to 200 innings each of the last two seasons and 180 
innings a couple season before that. If it were not for some freak injuries, he likely would have eclipsed that mark each of the last four seasons." 
 
Indians sign Carlos Carrasco to extension that could run through 2023 
By Ryan Lewis  
The Indians have already been involved in a flurry of discussions regarding a potential trade of one of their talented starting pitchers, which isn’t 
expected to stop with next week’s Winter Meetings looming. One of their top-line starters will now remain in Cleveland for quite some time. 
 
The Indians on Thursday exercised a 2020 club option and then signed starting pitcher Carlos Carrasco to a deal that could keep him in 
Cleveland through the 2023 season. 
 
Carrasco was already under club control through 2020 under his previous deal, signed in 2015. His 2019 club option valued at $9.75 million 
was picked up earlier this winter, with a 2020 club option worth $10.25 million. The extension tacks on two more years at $12 million each and 
includes a vesting option for the 2023 season valued at $14 million (with a $3 million buyout), according to a source who remained anonymous 
because details of the contract not yet being released. 
 
Carrasco, 31, won’t be going anywhere anytime soon. He said he’d be pleased if an Indians uniform ends up as the last he ever wears. 
 
“I feel great,” Carrasco said. “I feel great to be a part of the Cleveland Indians. This is something social for me and my family. ... I just want to 
finish my career with them and I’m so thankful for that and really happy. At the same time, my family is happy, too. That’s all that matters.” 
 
Carrasco is one of seven qualified starting pitchers to amass at least 10.0 fWAR the past two seasons combined. In that time, he’s 34-15 with a 
3.31 ERA, 3.04 FIP and a 10.40 K/9 rate, ranking in the top 13 among starting pitchers in each category. 
 
The Indians have watched Carrasco evolve into one of the better pitchers in the game, rewarding them for their patience. 
 
“It’s been really fulfilling to see Carlos’ development and maturation as a player and person in the time we’ve had him,” president of baseball 
operations Chris Antonetti said. “He’s overcome a lot of challenges in his career. We often talk about how career development isn’t linear. That 
certainly has been the case with Carlos. 
 
“There have been some fits and starts along the way. But as we’ve seen him mature into the pitcher he’s become, he’s now one of the best 
pitchers in the American League and all of baseball, and we’re thrilled to have him as part of our rotation for the foreseeable future.” 
Carrasco will be 36 years old by the time this deal ends, but it stands as a quality value for the Indians compared to what Carrasco would likely 
get on the open market as a starting pitcher who’s been at a nearly ace level for several seasons. As long as he pitches at his current level, 
he’ll remain one of the best veteran bargains in the game. He’s pitched at least 180 innings in three of the past four seasons despite being the 
victim of some fluke injuries. 
 
“That was extremely important for us,” Antonetti said, speaking about Carrasco’s consistency. “One of the things we try to do is look forward 
with how we’re going to build our team for multiple seasons to come. As we looked at the continuity of our rotation, we feel Carlos can continue 
to be a key cog in that.” 
 
Carrasco was unable to pitch in the 2016 postseason after being hit with a line drive, but has put together two quality starts in the past two 
postseason series, combining to allow just two runs on nine hits in 11 innings to go with 10 strikeouts. 
 
The extension means starters Carrasco, Mike Clevinger and Shane Bieber are all under club control through at least the 2022 season, giving 
the Indians additional long-term security for one of baseball’s best rotations. 



 
It doesn’t necessarily alter the team’s direction, but it could narrow the focus on the Indians searching for a deal for either Corey Kluber or 
Trevor Bauer as a way to address the needs on the roster while also reallocating payroll. Carrasco could always be traded as well, but with the 
Indians holding a long-term view in mind, the heat could be raised on Kluber or Bauer. 
 
Carlos Carrasco wants to finish his career with the Cleveland Indians 
Zack Meisel Dec 6, 2018  4   
CLEVELAND — Carlos Carrasco and his wife traveled to Africa last month. They spent a night at Giraffe Manor in Kenya, where the lanky 
animals greeted them while they dined. They toured the plains, where lions rested and contemplated their next hunt. 
 
Carrasco said he came within 5 feet of the carnivores. He didn’t feed them, though. 
 
“Are you crazy?” he said, laughing. “I (have) to take care of my arm.” 
 
That’s his moneymaker. The Indians have invested plenty of time and patience in that limb. It has produced four consecutive sterling seasons, 
and the Indians are banking on that number eventually swelling to eight or nine. 
 
The two sides finalized a contract extension Thursday that could keep Carrasco in Cleveland through the 2023 season. 
 
The salary figures, according to a source with knowledge of the negotiations: 
 
2019: $9.75 million (this didn’t change) 
2020: $10.25 million (this was originally a club option) 
2021: $12 million 
2022: $12 million 
2023: $14 million club option (that could also vest if Carrasco meets certain standards) or a $3 million buyout 
 
It’s certainly below market value, the second time Carrasco has inked such an extension with the Indians. But when considering the route the 
two sides traveled to reach this juncture, a prolonged union makes sense. 
 
“I just want to finish my career with them,” Carrasco said. “I’m thankful for that and really happy. At the same time, my family’s happy, too. 
That’s all that matters.” 
Such a momentous day would have seemed like an elusive dream for Carrasco a few years ago. In his early big-league days, he developed a 
knack for timely plunkings. Then, he underwent Tommy John surgery. In 2014, after a sluggish start, the Indians relegated him to the bullpen, 
his last chance to establish himself in Cleveland. 
 
Fortunately for both sides, the switch flipped. 
 
Over the last four seasons, Carrasco has registered a 3.40 ERA and a 3.12 FIP, with 2.1 walks and 10.3 strikeouts per nine innings. He 
finished fourth in the American League Cy Young Award balloting in 2017, and he achieved nearly identical results in 2018. 
 
2017: 200 innings, 3.29 ERA, 173 hits allowed, 73 earned runs allowed, 21 home runs allowed, 46 walks, 226 strikeouts 
2018: 192 innings, 3.38 ERA, 173 hits allowed, 72 earned runs allowed, 21 home runs allowed, 43 walks, 231 strikeouts 
 
His presence — coupled with the emergence of Mike Clevinger and Shane Bieber — has permitted the Indians’ front office to consider a roster 
sans either Corey Kluber or Trevor Bauer as the club searches for ways to address its meager outfield and relief corps. 
 
For the Indians, the extension was a no-brainer, even as Carrasco creeps into his mid-30s. He has proved reliable, despite his penchant for 
serving as the bullseye on a line-drive dartboard. 
 
But there’s more to the guy who always smiles, sneaks his head in the camera shot during his teammates’ interviews and routinely swipes the 
microphone from dugout reporter Andre Knott. As Carrasco has solidified his standing in the pitching ranks, he has made his mark off the field, 
too. In sports, it’s the sort of thing that often goes unnoticed. With Carrasco, it’s difficult to gloss over. 
 
For each of the last four years, Carrasco has earned the Indians’ nomination for the Roberto Clemente award, given to the league’s player who 
“best represents the game through sportsmanship, community involvement and positive contributions, both on and off the field.” 
 
Consider his 2018 endeavors: 
 
Visited the Sunbeam School in Cleveland to install a ramp for students needing wheelchair access. 
 
Donated books from his annual Stuff the Bus initiative to Ohio Guidestone’s Stepstone Academy. 
 
Cooks meals and serves 500 boxed lunches to the homeless every Sunday during the offseason in Tampa. 
 
Donated school supplies to Cleveland-area kids as part of a back-to-school event in August. 
 
Spoke to fathers and read to students and their dads at Stepstone Academy as part of the 2018 Cuyahoga County-wide Fathers’ Walk initiative. 



Donated and distributed baseball gloves to the City of Cleveland Recreation Youth Baseball Programs. 
 
Regularly donates to MedWish to allow for medical supplies to be sent to hospitals around the world. 
 
Donated baseball gloves, water bottles and T-shirts to kids in Venezuela and New Balance shoes to kids in Venezuela and the Dominican 
Republic. 
 
Helped build a ramp in a Cleveland-area home for a young kid needing wheelchair access. 
 
Donated money for food drives, run by his relatives, in Venezuela and the Dominican Republic several times during the season. 
 
Few items endure more wear and tear than Carrasco’s passport, but everywhere he travels, he includes some charitable act on his itinerary. He 
and his wife, Karelis, have helped build schools in Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and India. They 
donated New Balance bags, T-shirts and shoes during a stop in South Africa. 
 
Carrasco received the MedWish Humanitarian Award for his involvement with the organization this year. Ohio Guidestone’s Stepstone 
Academy named its school library the Carlos Carrasco Major League Reading Corner. 
 
Carrasco, who started his own foundation in 2016, says he’s just paying it forward, as he received plenty of help while growing up in Venezuela. 
That’s the sort of player any team would beg to stick around. 
 
He’s making things easier on the Indians, who now can rely on Carrasco, Clevinger and Bieber all wearing a Cleveland uniform through at least 
the 2022 campaign. By that time, Carrasco will be 35, bearing little resemblance to the unrefined hard-thrower who came to the Indians in the 
Cliff Lee trade in 2009. 
 
When Carrasco met with Chris Antonetti and Terry Francona for his end-of-season exit interview, the group reflected on his growth over the last 
decade, on the Indians’ patience and on Carrasco’s persistence. 
 
“It’s been really fulfilling,” Antonetti said, “to see Carlos’ development and maturation as a player and person in the time we’ve had him. He’s 
overcome a lot of challenges in his career. We often talk about how career development isn’t linear. That certainly has been the case with 
Carlos. There have been some fits and starts along the way, but as we’ve seen him mature into the pitcher he’s become, he’s now one of the 
best pitchers in the American League and all of baseball and we’re thrilled to have him as part of our rotation for the foreseeable future.” 
 
So long as he doesn’t feed any lions. 
 
Bores no more: The Cleveland Indians might be the most interesting team at next week’s Winter Meetings 
By Zack Meisel Dec 6, 2018  28   
A year ago, Chris Antonetti and Mike Chernoff strived to be the most boring people in the league. They submitted a herculean effort. 
 
When reporters infiltrated the Indians’ suite at the Winter Meetings, the two executives asked the reporters about trade chatter and free-agent 
rumblings. Antonetti and Chernoff had little to share. 
 
The Indians spent much of last winter in hibernation. By the time Cleveland thawed in the spring, the club had added Yonder Alonso, Rajai 
Davis and a whole bunch of “Oh, yeah, I vaguely remember that guy” veterans on minor-league deals. 
 
This winter, Antonetti and Chernoff might as well be the new fixtures of a Dos Equis campaign. This time, the Indians need to make some sort 
of deal. There isn’t really a choice. 
 
And, well, it’s also difficult to be boring in Las Vegas, the host of next week’s Winter Meetings. A year ago, the mere mention of the location of 
the league’s annual offseason circus made Terry Francona giddy. 
 
Bryce Harper and Manny Machado figure to dominate the conversation as executives (who don’t want to be seen) and agents (who want to be 
seen) tiptoe around slot machines en route to confidential gatherings in swanky suites and reporters (who want to be seen with the executives 
and the agents) conduct CIA-level spying. 
 
The Indians should garner plenty of attention, too. That might be a first for the franchise in about a decade, when the team signed Kerry Wood 
and swung a three-team deal that landed Joe Smith and Luis Valbuena in Cleveland. The location for those Winter Meetings in 2008? Las 
Vegas. 
 
The Indians have some well-documented roster holes to fill, with vacancies in the outfield and in the bullpen. The front office must concoct a 
way to dump a high-priced veteran, deal some prospects and/or trade some surplus for another team’s surplus. 
 
And when you know you have to be active, you might as well get the groundwork out of the way before representatives from all 30 teams 
converge on the Strip. So, by the time Antonetti and Chernoff inhale that first whiff of a Vegas casino, with that pungent blend of cigarette 
smoke, ever-pumping air conditioning and regret, they’ll likely have conversed with the decision-makers of just about every other club. 
 



Everything moves at a quicker pace during the Winter Meetings. The setting itself encourages as much. Stuck in a hotel room a few doors 
down from that rival general manager who keeps buzzing your phone to ask about your top prospect? Might as well invite him in for a cocktail 
and a quick chat about why his club doesn’t have the necessary pieces to fashion a fair deal. 
 
Next week should help steer the Indians toward a final approach to the offseason. Can they pawn off a nagging salary on another team without 
yielding a blue-chip prospect? Is there a seller shopping the sort of player who might fit well in one of those new, bright red Tribe uniforms? 
Does a Corey Kluber or Trevor Bauer trade exist that makes sense for the Indians both in a short- and long-term sense? 
 
Patrick Corbin’s agreement with the Nationals shrinks the number of highly coveted free-agent starting pitchers. Those teams falling short in the 
financial arms race should eventually shift their focus to the Indians. The Yan Gomes trade seemed like merely the first domino. There must be 
more to come with the Indians, who have many areas to patch and only one small dust-covered toolbox at their disposal. 
 
So, as the week unfolds, anticipate an overflow of rumors that include the Indians and their starting pitchers. Expect an assembly line of 
executives to filter in and out of the team’s suite throughout their stay. As Harper and Machado attempt to squeeze every last cent out of their 
suitors, the Indians will field offers for their All-Star hurlers. 
 
Antonetti was sitting through the second act of a performance of “The Little Mermaid” — between renditions of “Under The Sea” and “Part of 
Your World” — when he closed the $60 million deal with Edwin Encarnacion two years ago. He nailed down the final details of the team’s trade 
for Brad Hand and Adam Cimber last summer in between rides on a zip line with his wife and daughter. 
 
Maybe next week he’ll ship out Kluber while riding the High Roller Ferris wheel or while taking in a Penn & Teller magic show or while playing in 
a poker tournament. Maybe he’ll swing a deal while sitting in the sportsbook, and then watch the reaction in the room when the news scrolls 
across the ticker on all of the TVs. 
 
What happens in Vegas won’t stay in Vegas. For once, the Indians won’t be on the sideline during the Winter Meetings. Their actions could 
dictate how the franchise fares for years to come. 
 
This won’t be boring. 
 
On the value of Carlos Carrasco’s extension with the Indians and how it impacts the fate of Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer 
By T.J. Zuppe 7h ago  
CLEVELAND — Carlos Carrasco has been one of the Indians’ most valuable players for several years — and not just because he’s been one 
of the game’s most reliable and productive pitchers over the past five seasons. 
 
The total value comes from an opportunity to pair his performance with a team-friendly contract, allowing the club to maintain one of the game’s 
better rotations and simultaneously reallocate the difference between what he’s been paid and the perception of what he should be paid to 
other parts of the roster (things like giving Edwin Encarnacion a three-year, $60 million contract). 
 
After all, if there’s anything the Indians covet more than player control, it’s controlling players at an established, future cost. And if there’s 
anything they love more than cost control, it’s the kind that lands below where the market perceives it should, creating what the industry refers 
to as “surplus value,” the sort of thing that becomes more desirable when trying to reshape a roster with nothing more than the loose change 
found below the couch cushions. 
 
To the Indians’ benefit, that marriage will continue, as talks between the two sides eventually resulted in an agreement that will keep Carrasco 
in Cleveland through at least the next four years. The deal, which was first reported by The Athletic, also includes a club option (which could 
vest if Carrasco meets certain standards) for 2023. 
Carrasco probably isn’t the Indians’ biggest bargain (that distinction belongs to back-to-back AL MVP finalist José Ramírez), but much like the 
right-hander’s pre-existing deal, his new contract falls below what he would stand to earn as a free agent. 
 
Look to the deal Nathan Eovaldi agreed upon with the Red Sox, a four-year pact worth $68 million. Eovaldi might be three years younger than 
Carrasco (and did serve as an unlikely postseason hero), but he also comes without a similar track record. Patrick Corbin is also on the 
pleasant side of 30, but his production, like Eovaldi, doesn’t match Carrasco’s consistency over the past few years. Corbin, by the way, signed 
for $140 million over six seasons. 
 
FanGraphs calculated Carrasco to be worth $169.9 million over the past five years compared with the $21.84 million he actually earned. 
Spotrac, meanwhile, calculates its own version of market value, and estimates the 31-year-old to be worth an annual salary of $28.7 million. 
That … uhhh … is a bit higher than the $9.75 million he’s set to earn. 
 
Now, there is always risk when locking up a pitcher into his mid-30s — and Carrasco did undergo Tommy John surgery in 2011 — but even if 
his numbers decline a bit in the coming seasons, the Indians should be grinning like the Grinch over the life of the deal. 
 “What this does is provide us additional continuity in the rotation beyond 2020,” Chris Antonetti said. “This move is indicative of a continued 
investment by ownership and our team and the desire to continue to remain a very competitive team as we look forward.” 
 
Oddly enough, by adding the “continuity” of Carrasco’s presence, it also could impact the stability of the entire rotation. Rumors have swirled 
about their willingness to trade a starter since the offseason began. Carrasco’s extension has essentially taken him off the table as a candidate, 
but that clarity only extends to his place in the starting five. 
 



The same can’t be said for Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer, who have seen their names included in every trade rumor this side of the North 
Pole. That won’t decelerate entering the Winter Meetings next week in Las Vegas. Yahoo Sports was first to report what could already be 
surmised: The Indians are “increasingly motivated” to trade one of the two remaining hurlers on their trade block. 
 
For now, most of our understanding of their preferences is left to speculation and what can be learned about reading tea leaves through 
Google. They’d certainly love to roll into 2019 with their current group intact, but with Yan Gomes having been dealt last week (clearing $7 
million in the process), their biggest chips to gain more financial flexibility and bring in younger talent remain Kluber and Bauer. 
 
Perhaps Antonetti offered some unintentional insight when he was asked whether cost-controlled pitchers have emerged as a coveted 
commodity this winter. 
 
“Early signs of the offseason seem to point in that direction,” he said. 
 
Kluber’s cost is under control. He’s set to earn $17 million this year. The team also holds club options for 2020 and 2021. There is no mystery 
tied to financial status. 
 
Bauer, on the other hand, is more uncertain. He’s projected to make $11.6 million through arbitration this winter. The 27-year-old righty is under 
control through 2020, but his salary would balloon even larger in his final year of arbitration. 
 
Even as Kluber enters his age-33 season, his extra year of control is appealing, as is the fact his salary is essentially set for the next three 
years. That knowledge allows them to more accurately plan ahead when constructing and reforming their roster, and it’s that cost control that 
could push them in favor of a Bauer deal. 
 
Bauer’s performance in 2018, after all, was a career best. At this point, a trade would be selling at peak value. You could certainly make the 
case that his performance, while statistically better than Kluber in many ways this past year, lacks a lengthy track record (or, given his 
expanding pitch mix, you could always say he’s trending up). 
 
For those same reasons, it’s quite possible the Indians could command a bigger return for Kluber. Perhaps the haul they could net in a trade 
would outweigh the uncertainty of Bauer’s cost and control, and if there’s any fear of decline on the horizon, the timing of a Kluber deal this 
winter could also prove critical. 
 
Or, of course, they could opt to keep both, creating a new conundrum — the need to patch a hole-filled roster on a limited budget. 
 
With so many factors clouding the possibilities, it’s likely the best way to make a determination is to be aggressively courted in Las Vegas next 
week. The team most desperate to land the services of a front-line starter should help offer clarity by providing the best package, somehow 
putting the Indians in both a difficult and enviable spot. 
 
“We’re focused on the two goals,” Antonetti said. “We want to make sure we have a team that’s capable of winning the American League 
Central in 2019 and then also better position our team for success beyond that. There are a variety of different ways that can happen with a 
variety of different impacts on our payroll. What those opportunities will be for us over the next coming weeks to execute on those goals, I don’t 
know for certain. But we’ll actively explore them.” 
 
In the midst of those pitfalls and possibilities, the extension of Carrasco locks him into the same rotation as Mike Clevinger and Shane Bieber 
through at least 2022, offering the Indians hope their rotation will continue to serve as a strength beyond the next two seasons. His presence 
doesn’t guarantee they’ll make the right choice when it comes to Kluber or Bauer this winter, but it does offer the bigger picture a bit more 
clarity while seemingly giving more credence to the possibility of a trade. 
 
And with certainty in short supply this offseason, the amount Carrasco can provide makes him that much more valuable. 
 
Indians sign Carlos Carrasco to contract extension through 2023 
By Jeff Schudel JSchudel@News-Herald.com @JSProInsider on Twitter  13 hrs ago Comments 
Carlos Carrasco, barring a trade, signed a new contract Dec. 6 that gives the 31-year-old right-handed pitcher the chance to finish his career 
with the Indians. 
 
The deal keeps Carrasco in Indians control through 2022 with a club option for 2023. The extension, which kicks in in 2021, is worth $37.25 
million. 
 
“What this does is provide us additional continuity in the rotation beyond 2020,” Indians president Chris Antonetti said on a conference call. 
“Carlos was previously under contract for two seasons. We effectively left this year alone, exercised the option in 2020 and then added new 
years beyond that. This move is indicative of a continued investment by ownership and our team and the desire to continue to remain a very 
competitive team as we look forward.” 
Carrasco will make $9.75 million in 2019 and $9.5 million in 2020. 
 
It is unclear how signing Carrasco effects the bigger story looming around the Indians – whether Antonetti will trade a starting pitcher to repair 
holes in the outfield and bullpen. Corey Kluber or Trevor Bauer could be traded during the baseball winter meetings next week. The extension 
might make Carrasco attractive to some teams, though Antonetti made it seem Carrasco is in the Tribe’s long-range plans. 
 



“We’re focused on two goals,” Antonetti said. “We want to make sure we have a team capable of winning the American League Central in 2019 
and also bettering our team for success beyond that. There are a variety of different ways that can happen with a variety of different impact on 
our payroll. 
“What those opportunities will be for us over the next coming weeks to execute on those goals, I don’t know for certain, but we’ll actively 
explore them.” 
 
Carrasco was 17-10 with a 3.38 ERA in 2018. He struck out 231 batters in 192 innings. 
 
“We are extremely happy to do this and extend Carlos’ term with us,” Antonetti said. “Over the course of the past few seasons, Carlos has 
established himself as one of the best pitchers in the American League and in fact all of baseball.” 
 
Carrasco was 18-6 in 2017 with a 3.29 ERA and 231 strikeouts in 200 innings. He has a career record of 79-62 with a 3.71 ERA 
 
Stark: What would happen if baseball killed the shift? Support for the idea is building inside the game 
By Jayson Stark Dec 5, 2018  393   
What if baseball banned The Shift? 
 
We don’t ask that question because we’re looking for clicks. We don’t even ask it because we’re trying to get invited to the potentially epic End 
of the Shift party at Matt Carpenter’s house. We ask because it feels, all of a sudden, as though that could be a real possibility. 
 
We know, first off, that this is going to be a big winter in baseball’s never-ending quest for more action and better pace. We also know that 
support for that Kill the Shift idea starts at the top. 
 
Just check out a collection of Rob Manfred’s Greatest Shift Quotes sometime. The commissioner has been contemplating “eliminating shifts” 
since the week he took the job back in 2015. And now, we’re hearing, support for that idea is building. 
 
At last month’s owners meetings, baseball’s competition committee gave the commissioner “strong” backing to try to “put something in place” to 
limit shifts, according to sources who spoke directly with members of the committee. So next up, it’s time to run this – and more – past the 
players’ union. 
 
Until those conversations actually happen, it’s impossible to know where this is leading. The commissioner has been avoiding talking specifics 
for months. And shifts won’t be the only topic on the table. (We’re betting, for example, on silverware, refreshments and pitch clocks.) 
 
But when we consider all the potential pace-of-play/pace-of-action changes that owners might like to impose, isn’t limiting shifts right at the top 
of the players’ most-likely-to-be-approved list? 
 
Hitters hate shifts almost as much as they hate 93-mile-per-hour change-ups. And a surprising number of pitchers hate shifts, too – or at least 
hate them every time they give up a ground ball to short and nobody with a glove is standing there. So if baseball seriously pressed to limit The 
Shift, why wouldn’t a majority of players vote: YES? Or possibly even: HELL, YES? 
 
“I think it’s a lay-up to get approved by the players,” says one front-office man. 
 
We can’t be sure of that, of course. It could only be a lay-up as part of a much larger conversation, in which both sides give and both sides take 
and multiple ideas are in play. And in that context, nothing is “a lay-up” these days when these two groups get together. 
 
Nevertheless, it’s not impossible – maybe even by Opening Day 2019. So what if baseball banned The Shift – or at least limited shifting in 
some significant way? How would the game change? Let’s examine that fascinating question. 
 
Why is this a topic? 
First, a quick look at how we got here. Some key factoids and figures: 
 
Did you know there were nearly 8,000 more shifts on balls in play in 2018 than in 2017, according to Sports Info Solutions. Yessir, we said 
8,000! 
Did you know there were nearly 28,000 more shifts this year than there were just five years ago? Yep, we said 28,000! 
Did you know that there were fewer ground-ball hits in 2018 (13,213) than there have been in any season since baseball expanded to 30 teams 
in 1998 – and over 1,200 fewer than we saw as recently as 2015? Uh-huh, we said 1,200! 
Did you know the chances of a left-handed hitter reaching base on a pulled ground ball to the right side have dropped to their lowest rate since 
Sports Info Solutions began keeping track a decade and a half ago? That Reached Base Rate (which is basically OBP, but includes errors) was 
a measly .192 this year. That’s a drop of 43 points just since 2011! 
And did you know there were fewer singles this year (26,322) than in any season in this millennium – and nearly 3,000 fewer than just a decade 
ago? Yeah, we said 3,000! 
That isn’t all The Shift’s doing, obviously. It’s a product, largely, of The Shift Epidemic plus The Launch Angle Epidemic plus The Strikeout 
Epidemic. 
 
But you can make a case that those are all related developments. And there are people in the game who are emphatically making that case – 
though not everyone agrees with them. 
 



“Why would they want to change rules that have been in place for a long time, to tell people where to stand?” Braves hitting coach Kevin 
Seitzer wondered. “I don’t understand why we need to change the rules just because [hitters] won’t make an adjustment.” 
 
OK, here’s why: A number of people inside the game, including some members of the competition committee, have concluded that teams and 
hitters have reacted to The Shift by saying, “Let’s hit the ball over those shifts.” (See: “launch angle.”) They’ve also concluded that those 
uppercut swings are fueling the tsunami of strikeouts. 
 
And, finally, they’ve concluded that teams are never going to react to The Shift by saying, “See where nobody’s standing on the other side of 
the infield? Let’s hit it there.” The Shift has been A Thing for about a decade now. Yet the cool factor of the opposite-field single hasn’t spread 
across the land – and shows no signs of doing so. 
 
So why are they talking about limiting or banning shifts? That about covers it! 
 
What a new rule might look like 
It’s difficult to spell out the specifics of a rule that has never existed and has barely been talked about. So even sources who would have to 
hammer this out aren’t certain exactly where this is going. 
 
But what’s most likely is a rule that simply reinforces one basic principle: Each team must have two infielders on the left side of second base 
and two on the right side. 
 
Could they set up on the outfield grass? Probably. Could one infielder stand three inches from the second-base bag? Of course. Would that 
infielder be allowed to charge over to the other side of the bag after a pitch is thrown? Unclear – until these rules get written. 
 
“So when is an infielder an infielder?” wondered one coach who is involved in communicating front-office data to his team’s players and 
coaching staff. “Would we have to have four infielders?” 
 
Sorry. Can’t answer those questions yet. It all has to be negotiated. And the specifics have yet to be thrashed out. But as one source involved 
in these discussions put it: “The answer to pretty much every one of these questions is: ‘We’ve gotta start somewhere.’” 
 
So would this work? 
Let’s ask again: Why would baseball ban or limit The Shift? Because the powers that be believe this sport needs more action. That’s why. And 
more guys running around the bases = more action. 
 
But would banning The Shift actually produce more guys running around the bases? We asked the bright minds from Sports Info Solutions to 
delve into that. 
 
They looked at all “full shifts” – situations in which a team played three infielders on one side of second base. 
Then they examined what would have happened if those teams had been forced to play a “partial shift” – in which the second baseman or 
shortstop would play as close to the middle as possible without crossing over. 
Finally, they broke down every play in which a ground ball or short line drive was hit into a “full shift” – over the last three seasons and then just 
in 2018. 
Here is what they found: 
 
YEAR(S) BALLS INTO SHIFT HITS* WOULD HAVE BEEN HITS 
2016-18 22,971 5,181 6,317 
2018 9,096 2,034 2,551 
They also broke down those results this way: 
 
YEAR(S) AVG. VS FULL SHIFT* AVG. VS PARTIAL SHIFT** 
2016-18 .226 .275 
2018 .224 .280 
(* – versus three infielders on one side of second base) 
(** – if there had been two infielders on each side, with one up the middle) 
 
So what is all that telling us? They’re onto something, that’s what. There would absolutely be more guys running around the bases if baseball 
were to limit The Shift. As in, about 500 more hits per season (most of them singles) – and a 50-point jump in batting average on ground balls 
and short liners. 
 
But hold on. It’s possible the difference could be even larger – because this data assumes everything else stays the same. In fact, when there 
are men on base, nothing stays the same. 
“Everybody wants to put things in buckets,” said Cubs manager Joe Maddon. “Very ordinary buckets, with very simple layers on the 
bucket…And [they estimate] 50 points higher without the shift. But you don’t know that until you actually play it and [see] how guys react to 
these moments.” 
 
Think about the difference, Maddon said, between a ground ball into The Shift with a man on first, nobody out, versus a ground-ball single 
against no shift. It’s the difference between a double play (two outs, nobody on) and a rally (no outs, first and third). Changes everything. 
 



“So it’s so hard to measure the mind-game component of all of this,” Maddon said. “I know they can run different methods through the 
simulator. But it’s hard to understand how the mind is going to react…. 
 
“I understand this is based on previous data and looking at how balls have been hit in the past. But when the hitter goes up and sees it 
differently, how’s he going to react if he’s more confident because he’s had more hits lately? And the pitcher, how’s he going to react because 
‘I’m giving up more hits now than I did in the past?’… Who knows what he’s going to think? The thought process changes. And that’s the part, 
to me, that would be interesting to find out.” 
 
Which hitters would be helped the most? 
Ted Williams…Barry Bonds…David Ortiz. The shift originated with them – or, at least, with guys like them. So banning The Shift would be a 
bonanza for left-handed hitters, right? Well, not necessarily. 
 
We asked Sports Info Solutions to run that study above just on left-handed hitters. And, surprise! The left-handed numbers versus full and 
partial shifts weren’t much different than the overall numbers. 
 
2016-2018 
Grounders/short liners into full shifts: 16,190 
Actual hits in those situations: 3,502 (.216 batting average) 
Expected hits if partial shifts: 4,322 (.267 batting average) 
 
2018 only 
Grounders/short liners into full shifts: 6,185 
Actual hits in those situations: 1,323 (.214 batting average) 
Expected hits if partial shifts: 1,684 (.272 batting average 
 
In the new 2019 edition of “The Bill James Handbook,” Sports Info Solutions broke down the hitters who have lost the most hits to the shift. The 
2018 leader – Matt Carpenter (minus-23) – hits left-handed. But the leader over the last three seasons – Albert Pujols (minus-50) – hits right-
handed. 
 
Nevertheless, just on sheer volume alone, left-handed hitters deal with many more shifts than right-handed hitters. According to the Bill James 
Handbook, there were 29 hitters who faced at least 300 shifts in 2018. Exactly one of them – Edwin Encarnación – hits right-handed. 
 
But if The Shift does get banned, there’s one group of left-handed hitters that would be way more ecstatic than others. You know who we mean. 
 
“The guys this would help,” said one AL executive, “are left-handed power hitters with no speed who pull a ton of balls. Those guys have been 
really crushed by The Shift – in performance and value.” 
 
“If this actually happens,” quipped an NL exec, “David Ortiz might have to attempt a comeback.” 
 
MOST SHIFTED BATTERS 
HITTER PA FACING SHIFT AVG. VS SHIFT* 
Kyle Seager 490 .188 
Matt Carpenter 488 .161 
Freddie Freeman 479 .256 
Anthony Rizzo 476 .225 
Matt Olson 472 .260 
(*on ground balls and short line drives. Source: 2019 Bill James Handbook) 
 
But now the bad news 
So have we established that limiting shifts would create more hits, more guys running around the bases and more left-handed sluggers who 
wouldn’t hit .182? We have. That’s the good news. 
 
But now the bad news: The goal here would be to create more “action,” right? And 500 more ground-ball hits a year sounds like a lot. But guess 
what? That isn’t exactly going to turn baseball into an arcade game. 
 
Remember, those 500 extra hits would be spread over about 2,400 games. So let’s do the math. That only comes to three extra hits, in the 
entire sport, per night. For the average team, it’s about 17 more hits a season. That’s not even three extra hits per team per month. 
 
Also remember that almost all of those hits would be singles. When we ran that past one AL manager, he mused, “I wonder if singles impact 
run-scoring as much as we assume.” 
 
Well, that answer isn’t merely no. It’s a more emphatic no than you probably realize. 
 
We asked our friends at Sports Info Solutions to look at the impact of the single in modern-day run-scoring. Guess what they found. Never in 
history has a single been less impactful than it is now. 
 
If we measure the value of a single by wOBA, we find that value peaked 100 years ago! After that, it declined gradually with the arrival of the 
live-ball era and then, essentially, plummeted in the last decade. 



Although the rate of run-scoring in innings with more than one single remains about where it was a decade ago, SIS found that was mostly 
fueled by the uptick in homers. When it examined run-scoring in innings with no homers, on the other hand, it discovered that rate has now also 
dived to a modern low ebb. 
“The reason the value of a single has gone down is that strikeouts are up,” said one big-league pitching coach. “So in this era, bunching hits is 
really hard to do. In our coaches’ room, we’ll sometimes ask, ‘How do you beat an ace? How do you beat a Max Scherzer?’ And it’s not by 
singles….You’re not going to bunch three singles in an inning against Max Scherzer. You’ve got to get a guy on and hit a ball in the seats. And 
that’s part of why singles are devalued. It’s just so hard to hit multiple singles in the same inning.” 
 
Would this defuse the launch-angle craze? 
Then there’s the other big goal in limiting shifts – the theory that, by bringing back the good old-fashioned ground-ball or line-drive single, you’ll 
see less obsession with launch angle. 
 
Well, good luck on that. You know that line of thinking that launch angles came about as a strategy to combat shifts with uppercut swings? It’s 
not that simple. 
 
“For 100 years,” Seitzer said, “guys have been trying to hit fly balls and line drives into the outfield – in the gaps and out of the park….That’s 
because launch angle and exit velocity are critical in this game. That’s where extra-base hits come from. If a flat line drive is zero degrees (of 
launch angle), we want 10 to 20 degrees if you’re not a power guy, and 12 to 25 degrees if you are a power guy. I tell guys, ‘A 25 launch angle 
and 103 (miles per hour) off the bat, you usually wind up trotting around the bases. And that’s pretty cool.’” 
 
“If they’re thinking this will kill Launch Angle Mania, I don’t think that’s true at all,” said the pitching coach quoted earlier. “The reason for Launch 
Angle Mania is, with the athletes who play in the infield and the ability to position infielders based on the information we have now, ground balls 
are outs. So you don’t hear guys saying, ‘We’ve got to launch.’ They just don’t want to hit the ball on the ground because they’re outs.” 
 
Now it may be true that, if this sport banned the shift, those ground balls wouldn’t all be outs anymore. But is that enough incentive for hitters 
across this sport to stop launching and trying to flatten out their swings? 
 
“I don’t see it,” said the same pitching coach. “At the end of the day, you’re still putting [two athletic infielders] on each side of the bag and 
you’re positioning them exactly where you know most of these ground balls are going to go. So they’ve still got to try to get the ball in the air.” 
 
But will that be true in every count and every situation? It might not. 
 
“I still think that with two strikes, you’ll see some of these left-handed hitters shorten up,” said one executive who would vote to ban shifts. “I 
honestly think they’ll say, ‘Let me shorten my swing and try to get a single here,’ as opposed to, ‘If I hit the ball in the air and it goes anywhere 
other than over the fence, they’re going to catch it.’” 
 
Is it really worth killing the shift? 
So finally, we ask: Suppose this sport really goes down this road? Suppose that – over the high-decibel objections of front offices everywhere – 
players and owners miraculously agree that banning The Shift is an idea that’s worth a shot? 
 
Wow. 
This wouldn’t be just some minor tweak, like six mound visits per night. Wouldn’t this be the most dramatic rule change in baseball since the 
mound was lowered – half a century ago? 
 
“I can’t think of any rule change as radical as this, because you’re dictating where players can play,” said Phillies pitching coach Chris Young. 
“You’re dictating where four guys are allowed to stand 165 times a game – or however many pitches are thrown in a game. That’s more radical 
than the DH rule. The DH comes up like four times a game. This is every pitch in every game, and you’re dictating where major league baseball 
players are allowed to stand – or not allowed to stand – every pitch.” 
 
So will the data-driven front offices howl at the top of their lungs? You know they will. Will they look for ways to circumvent this rule – by 
attempting to re-define what is considered “an infielder?” Of course they will. 
 
But is that a reason not to try this? That, ladies and gentlemen, is the heart of this debate. 
 
“Certain clubs will say, ‘You’re killing our creativity,’” said an exec of one team. “But ultimately, I don’t think you’ll see clubs protesting outside 
the commissioner’s office. I don’t think you’ll see us marching down Park Avenue to say, ‘Bring back The Shift.’ We do what we’re told.” 
 
Once upon a time, this exec said, he was one of those people screaming in indignation when the commissioner floated the idea of banning The 
Shift. But the more he has thought about it, his opinion has evolved – dramatically. 
 
“All sports have rules on how a play starts up and how you position your players,” he said. “In the NFL, you can’t have your fastest guy start 10 
yards behind the line and then sprint forward before the snap. The NBA has changed its zone-defense rules like 30 times. So if you think about 
it that way, it doesn’t seem too burdensome to me to say two guys have to stand on each side of second base…. 
 
“I can think of other rule changes that would change the way fans feel about the game. But this one, I think everyone would make the 
adjustment in a month. I don’t think the average fan tunes into a game to see what cool shift the Astros are playing tonight.” 
 



Based on the numbers and the projections, there are legitimate questions about how much impact this change would really have – on action, 
on pace, on the experience of watching a game. But there’s a larger question hanging over this debate: 
 
Has baseball reached the point where it’s simply time to show its customers – and potential customers – that it’s open to the kind of changes 
other sports have been making for years? 
 
“In the NFL and the NBA, they make changes all the time,” said one source who has been lobbying for this sort of move. “They try stuff. They 
tweak stuff. They make changes to create more offense and more action, and if it doesn’t work, they try something else. And when it does work, 
fans seem to love it. I just wish there was a climate in our sport where we could get to that point. Let’s try stuff. What do we really have to lose?” 
 
“Listen,” said Joe Maddon, “I’m at the point now where whatever MLB wants to do, or attempt to do, on different things, I’m going to be on 
board. I did watch maybe an inning or two of the postseason, and I totally understood what they were talking about, how slow everything was. 
The pace was very, very slow. And now I get it. We’ve been involved with the playoffs the last three years, four years, and I was not able to 
watch all this. So now I saw it. Now I get it.” 
 
We’ve never heard more people inside the game – people who love the game – say stuff like that than we’ve heard over the last year. They 
may love it, but that doesn’t mean it’s perfect. That doesn’t mean that great baseball strategy equals great entertainment strategy. 
 
So maybe banning The Shift wouldn’t fix baseball. Maybe it wouldn’t have as dramatic an effect on offense as some people think. Maybe it 
would even make games longer, not shorter. But maybe it would also send a message that baseball needs to send: It’s time to change. 
 
And once the dust from that change settles, you know what? It will still be baseball. 
 
“I’m pretty sure nobody is tuning into the World Series for ‘Dodgers! Red Sox! See The Shift!’” said one of the execs quoted earlier. “It’s to see 
offense, balls in play, runners running around the bases. That’s what people want to watch. And at this point, it’s all we should care about as an 
industry.” 
 
Rosenthal: Extending Goldschmidt could be difficult; the DBacks’ return; a curious move by the Angels; more notes 

By Ken Rosenthal  

The Cardinals know how to play this game. For more than a decade, they had a knack for signing major trade acquisitions to long-term contracts. Mark McGwire in 
1997. Jim Edmonds in 2000. Scott Rolen in ‘02. Matt Holliday in ‘09. 

The pattern, however, ended with Jason Heyward in 2015, and it will not necessarily resume with Paul Goldschmidt, whom the Cardinals acquired from the 
Diamondbacks on Wednesday for right-hander Luke Weaver, catcher Carson Kelly, infielder Andy Young and a Competitive Balance Round B draft pick. 

Goldschmidt, who is eligible for free agency at the end of the 2019 season, is represented by the same agency as Heyward, Excel Sports Management. Heyward 
joined the Cardinals entering his walk year, and like Goldschmidt had no previous ties to the organization. 

Excel took him to free agency. 

The parallels between the two players are not precise — Heyward became a free agent at 26, and Goldschmidt will be one at 32, perhaps making him more open 
to a contract extension prior to becoming a free agent. 

Goldschmidt, though, will be coming off a below-market deal that ultimately will be worth $46.5 million over six years, including his $14.5 million club option, which 
the DBacks exercised for ‘19. He figures to be the most attractive first baseman in the 2019-20 free-agent class, ahead of José Abreu, who is a year older. 

The Cardinals, if they made Goldschmidt a qualifying offer and lost him to another club, would receive a draft pick as compensation. 

“Those chances for extensions are consistently overstated,” one rival executive said. “It’s hard to buy a guy out of free agency, especially when he already signed 
an extension and now knows he could have made way more in free agency.” 

Goldschmidt delayed his free-agent rights by two years with his extension, which he signed in March 2013. Without the deal, he would have become a free agent 
during the 2017-18 offseason, when he was 30 and coming off a season of 36 homers, 120 RBIs and a .966 OPS. 

Perhaps Goldschmidt will simply fall in love with St. Louis and happily sign a new deal. But he switched agencies in June 2016, leaving ISE Baseball (formerly 
Relativity) for Excel. He has been active in the union, serving in the past on the executive board. No one should be surprised if he finally seeks his big payday. 

Either way, too soon to judge the return 

While one executive asked, “where is the star power?” when assessing the Diamondbacks’ return, a number of others were impressed by the work of the Arizona 
front office, considering that Goldschmidt is under club control for only one more season. 

The fact that Weaver, 25, and Kelly, 24, were expendable to the Cardinals does not mean the DBacks acquired dreck; it’s more a reflection of the depth of young 
talent in the St. Louis organization. Likewise, the regressions of Weaver and Kelly last season do not mean that their careers are doomed; young players do not 
always progress in linear fashion. 

The Cardinals’ success at churning out pitching talent is perhaps unmatched in the sport, making Weaver’s inability to develop a breaking ball somewhat alarming. 
Still, the DBacks believe Weaver might benefit from their pitching infrastructure, which includes not only pitching coach Mike Butcher, but also pitching strategist 
Dan Haren, bullpen coach Mike Fetters and catching coach Robby Hammock, all former major leaguers. 

Weaver also is joining a better defensive club. The losses of Goldschmidt and free-agent catcher Jeff Mathis to the Rangers will diminish the DBacks’ defense, but 
the team ranked first in the majors last season in defensive runs saved while the Cardinals ranked 11th. Like Mathis, John Ryan Murphy is evolving into a top 
framer, the kind of catcher who helps make pitchers better. 

Kelly, a top 100 prospect entering both the 2017 and ‘18 seasons, stalled in his limited opportunities behind Yadier Molina, who is under contract for two more 
seasons. His 131 major-league plate appearances have been unevenly distributed. It’s difficult to judge him by his .154 batting average and .415 OPS. 

The DBacks view Kelly as an above-average defender from both scouting and analytic perspectives. He has minor-league options remaining, but the team likes 
carrying three catchers and might start incorporating him into their mix next season, along with Murphy and Alex Avila. 



The two other pieces in the deal also might have value to Arizona. Young, 24, followed his .950 OPS at Double A with a .936 OPS in the Arizona Fall League, 
raising the possibility the former 37th-round pick might prove a surprise major leaguer. The draft pick the DBacks will receive currently is No. 78, giving the team 
eight of the first 93 selections. 

A different perspective on LeMahieu 

The last thing baseball needs is another statistic, but a recent creation by Baseball Prospectus — Deserved Runs Created (DRC+) — makes a case for free-agent 
second baseman DJ LeMahieu as a hitter who is not simply a creation of Coors Field. 

LeMahieu, like many Rockies players, has significant career splits: .835 at home, .673 on the road. But DRC+ uses a park adjustment that better reflects the 
influence of a stadium on offense than OPS+ and wRC+, and LeMahieu is a beneficiary. 

The metric shows LeMahieu has been an above-average hitter in each of the past three seasons. Combine that with his terrific defense — LeMahieu was second 
only to Kolten Wong last season in defensive runs saved at second — and his overall package looks even more impressive. 

Including the adjustment for DRC+, LeMahieu is first among second basemen the past three seasons in Prospectus’ version of Wins Above Replacement, followed 
by Jose Altuve and fellow free agents Brian Dozier, Daniel Murphy and Ian Kinsler. 

The Angels’ curious call 

Right-handed reliever Blake Parker was one of the more surprising non-tenders last Friday, becoming a free agent after the Angels declined to offer him a contract 
through arbitration. 

Parker, 33, produced a 3.26 ERA in 66 1/3 innings last season, pitching less effectively than he did in his stellar 2017 campaign, but certainly well enough to merit 
a salary that industry sources projected to be between $3.3 and $3.5 million in arbitration. 

Under general manager Billy Eppler, the Angels seemingly are not eager to spend on relievers — they lost Jesse Chavez, Bud Norris and Yusmeiro Petit as free 
agents after the 2017 season (though only Petit was coming off an impressive performance). 

But the team’s decision on Parker — combined with the availability in trade of outfielder Kole Calhoun, who is signed for $10.5 million plus a $1 million buyout in 
‘20 — indicates Eppler’s budget might be tight. 

Parker is drawing widespread interest as a free agent, according to a source; all five teams from the AL Central have checked in, among many others. His goal 
likely is a two-year contract that would buy out his remaining arbitration years. A one-year deal might be more realistic, and Parker at least figures to get a number 
similar to what he would have earned in arbitration. 

Around the horn 

*According to sources, only $10 million of left-hander Patrick Corbin’s six-year, $140 million free-agent contract with the Nationals will be deferred until after the 
deal expires. 

That number is considerably lower than the amount the Nats deferred in previous agreements with right-handers Max Scherzer ($105 million of $210 million) and 
Stephen Strasburg ($70 million of $175 million). 

The Corbin deal also is backloaded. He will receive a salary of $12.5 million in his first season – along with a signing bonus described as “small” (in relative terms) 
– and $19 million in his second. His average annual value of $23.3 million ranks 29th in major-league history and his total guarantee 38th, according to Cot’s 
Baseball Contracts. 

*After completing major trades with the Mets and Phillies, Mariners general manager Jerry Dipoto said, “I suspect we’ll be generally quiet until we get to the winter 
meetings,” which begin Monday in Las Vegas. 

Uh, maybe not. 

The Athletic’s Jayson Stark reported Wednesday that the Mariners are talking to multiple teams about newly acquired first baseman Carlos Santana. 

The Astros, Twins and Rays are among the possible fits for Santana; Derek Falvey, the Twins’ chief baseball officer, knows Santana well from their days together 
with the Indians. 

“The Mariners are everywhere,” one industry source said. “Santana might be next.” 

*New Mets GM Brodie Van Wagenen is pursuing Marlins catcher J.T. Realmuto in a trade and talking openly about his interest in center fielder A.J. Pollock as a 
free agent. 

He also is not finished with his bullpen, sources said. 

The Mets are maintaining contact with the two top left-handed relievers on the free-agent market, Andrew Miller and Zach Britton. Either could serve as a setup 
man for new closer Edwin Díaz, though Britton, in particular, might prefer a team that would allow him to close. 

*An executive offered unsolicited praise for the ACES agency, which negotiated a six-year, $108 million contract for Rockies center fielder Charlie Blackmon rather 
than direct him to the current free-agent market. 

“No chance he gets that deal this winter,” the exec said. 

The contract covers Blackmon’s age 32 to 37 seasons at a time when his defense is in decline. Blackmon ranked 35th among center fielders last season in 
defensive runs saved. His offense also regressed, dropping to .860 after his career-high 1.000 in 2017. 

 

 


